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QUESTION 1

A vSAN administrator is looking at adding a new vSAN cluster with hosts that have 512GB memory. What is the
minimum requirement for the node\\'s flash boot device? 

A. 16GB 

B. 128GB 

C. 32GB 

D. 4GB 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Skyline Health vSAN HCL DB up-to-date health check is alerting in red in a newly deployed vCenter Server. 

Which two options are the possible solutions for this problem? (Choose two.) 

A. Obtain the HCL DB offline bundle from vmware.com, and manually update it. 

B. Upgrade to the latest version of vCenter. 

C. Upgrade the HCL DB from the hardware vendor website. 

D. Obtain the HCL DB from the hardware vendor, and manually update it. 

E. Update the HCL DB online from vmware.com. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator is tasked with configuring vSAN Cloud Native Storage. 

Which two requirements must be met for a successful configuration? (Choose two.) 

A. vSAN iSCSI service enabled 

B. Minimum of vSphere 6.7 Update 3 or later 

C. Tanzu Enterprise License required 

D. Minimum of vSphere 7.0 Update 2 or later 

E. Compatible version of Kubernetes 

Correct Answer: BE 
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QUESTION 4

A site administrator has determined that the site needs to upgrade all vSAN clusters to 7.0 U1. The vSAN administrator
wishes to complete the update in the shortest amount of time possible. All virtual machines are assigned a storage
policy where the "Failures to tolerate" is set to one or higher. 

Which strategy should be used to achieve this goal? 

A. Disable de-duplication and compression prior to the upgrade. 

B. Perform a complete update, omitting the on-disk format update. 

C. Select the "No data migration" maintenance mode option. 

D. Update only select, mission-critical clusters. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An organization wants to configure a new storage policy based on the following requirements: 

Failures to tolerate = FTT 1/RAID-5 (Erasure Coding) Number of disk stripes per object = 8 IOPS limit for object = 0
Object Space Reservation = Thin provisioning Flash read cache reservation = 0% Disable object checksum = No Force
provisioning = No 

The administrator creates the policy using storage policy based management and assigns it to a 100GB virtual machine
on a 4-node vSAN cluster to test the results of the new storage policy. 

How many components will be created per host for the storage objects of the virtual machine on the vSAN datastore? 

A. 2 

B. 1 

C. 8 

D. 32 

Correct Answer: B 
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